Due to extensive online censorship and the threats going on in the United States and the Western World against our freedoms and financial freedoms, the Joy of Satan from now on will accept donations through Cryptocurrency. The ever rising threat of censorship in the United States and Western World is rising exponentially as time goes by. The Joy of Satan is not afraid to state the truth and this will never change. Satanism is about freedom.

Due to the above reality, Cryptocurrencies are now the preferred way to donate. Everyone is advised to use Cryptocurrency instead and to start moving away from mainstream processors for this. It's very easy to buy, send, donate and to store cryptocurrency.

To notify us about a donation, ask any related question about how to donate, or if you want to donate in other Cryptocurrencies than the one given below, don't hesitate to mail us at jos.donations@protonmail.com

To donate, click here.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666